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Mesoporous materials feature ordered tailored structures with uniform pore sizes and
highly accessible surface areas, making them an ideal host for functional organic molecules
or nanoparticles for analytical and sensing applications. Moreover, as their porosity could
be employed to deliver fluids, they could be suitable materials for nanofluidic devices. As a
first step in this direction,we present a study of the hydration of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine (POPC) model lipid membranes on solid mesoporous support. POPC was
selected as it changes the structure upon hydration at room temperature. Mesoporous films
were prepared using two different templating agents, Pluronic P123 (PEO–PPO–PEO triblock
copolymer where PEO is polyethylene oxide and PPO is polypropylene oxide) and Brij 58
(C16H33(EO)20OH where EO is ethylene oxide), both following the conventional route and
by X-ray irradiation via deep X-ray lithography technique and subsequent development. The
same samples were additionally functionalized with a self-assembly monolayer (SAM) of
(3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane. For every film, the contact angle was measured. A time
resolved structural study was conducted using in situ grazing incidence small-angle X-ray
scattering while increasing the external humidity (RH), from 15 to 75% in a specially designed
chamber. The measurements evidenced that the lipid membrane hydration on mesoporous
films occurs at a lower humidity value with respect to POPC deposited on silicon substrates,
demonstrating the possibility of using porosity to convey water from below. A different level of
hydration was reached by using themesoporous thin film prepared with conventional methods
or the irradiated ones, or by functionalizing the film using the SAM strategy, meaning that the
hydration can be partially selectively tuned. Therefore, mesoporous films can be employed as
“interactive” sample holders with specimens deposited on them. Moreover, thanks to the
possibility of patterning the films using deep X-ray lithography, devices for biological studies of
increasing complexity by selectively functionalizing the mesopores with biofunctional SAMs
could be designed and fabricated.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to manipulate small amounts of fluids, in particular in
the field of medicine and biology, where some samples are
available in small quantities and/or very expensive, has
boosted the development of both microfluidics and, more
recently, nanofluidics (Xu, 2018; Scheler et al., 2019; Craig
et al., 2020). A further improvement of micro/nanofluidic
systems for handling and detecting (bio)samples would consist
in the insertion of materials presenting desired functionalities in
chosen areas of the devices. Mesoporous thin films are materials
synthesized through a bottom-up process that can be integrated
into microdevices using top-down fabrication techniques. They
are composed of an inorganic compound and a templating agent
that controls the structure morphology such as the pore network
or pore size during self-assembly. The films, usually produced by
dip or spin coating of the precursor solution and subsequent
thermal treatment, present a thickness around 100–500 nm and
include uniform and connected pores of 2–50 nm (Grosso et al.,
2004; Innocenzi and Malfatti, 2013). Among mesoporous
materials, our attention was focused on mesoporous silica,
which is biocompatible and can be further functionalized
using molecular SAMs by a silane coupling chemistry (Ketteler
et al., 2008; Seras-Franzoso et al., 2012; Sánchez et al., 2013;
Tatkiewicz et al., 2013). It is known that silica is hydrolyzed in
water, and it undergoes degradation with time. However, a recent
study demonstrated that dissolution kinetics depend on the
accessible surface area, the surrounding media composition,
the residual surfactant molecules inside the pores, and their
functionalization (Bindini et al., 2020).

Adding the possibility of micropatterning thin films, it would
allow for the fabrication of microdevices, for example, for
biosensing or biocatalysis (Magner, 2013; Lei et al., 2020).

Among the different lithographic techniques, deep X-ray
lithography (DXRL) was shown to be an effective top-down
method to pattern sol–gel materials (Marmiroli and
Amenitsch, 2012; Innocenzi et al., 2014). DXRL is based on
the exposure of materials to synchrotron high-energy X-rays
(2–30 keV), leading to chemical and structural changes. If
the irradiation is conducted through a suitable mask,
microstructures can be obtained with high aspect ratio
(ratio between height and minimum lateral dimension)
and 200 nm lateral resolution (Tormen et al., 2013). In
previous research, mesoporous silica films were patterned
using DXRL where the X-rays simultaneously increase the
polycondensation of the exposed silica while partially
removing the surfactant (Falcaro et al., 2008; Falcaro
et al., 2009; Innocenzi et al., 2011).

The possibility of employing mesoporous silica films in
micro/nanofluidic devices is still under investigation. They
were already used as support for lipid membranes, increasing
their mechanical stability and leaving space under the
membrane, for example, for transmembrane proteins. Lipid
membranes could therefore be studied with characterization
techniques such as AFM, quartz crystal balance, and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (Claesson et al.,
2010; Claesson et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2020). Synthetic

lipid bilayers are widely studied, as they can be employed
to mimic cell membranes, making them very attractive in
fields such as drug delivery and biosensing. As mesoporous
silica films are subject to water filling and condensation as a
function of relative humidity (RH) (Dourdain and Gibaud,
2005), this effect could be exploited to deliver water through
the pores.

In this work, we present our study of the hydration of lipid
membranes supported on mesoporous silica films and their
comparison with the ones deposited on silicon.

Among the lipid membranes, 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) was chosen, as its structure
is changing as a function of humidity in three different lamellar
phases (Katsaras et al., 1993). In order to follow the evolution of
the structure with increasing RH, grazing incidence small-angle
X-ray scattering (GISAXS) measurements were conducted, as this
technique allows for in situ observation of structural features
typically between 1 and 100 nm and has already been widely
employed to examine POPC under different conditions among
which RH changes (Pabst et al., 2000; Amenitsch et al., 2004;
Rappolt et al., 2004). GISAXS had also been previously applied to
investigate the structure and the porous properties of mesoporous
films, in particular the contraction of pores in mesoporous films
due to capillary condensation with the rise of humidity (Gibaud
et al., 2004; Grosso et al., 2004; Dourdain et al., 2005; Sharifi et al.,
2014).

Here, mesoporous silica films were prepared using two
surfactants, Brij 58 and P123, resulting in different pore
dimensions and lattice arrangement. After sol–gel preparation
and deposition on the silicon substrate, the following protocols
were applied: 1) thermal treatment with the standard preparation
route, 2) irradiation and development via DXRL, and 3) both
treatments. The effect of film functionalization using molecular
SAMs with subsequent increase of hydrophobicity was evaluated.
The films were characterized by both measuring the contact angle
(CA) and using GISAXS. Then, their structural change with
increasing humidity was investigated using in situ GISAXS in
a custom-made humidity chamber. After the deposition of POPC,
in situGISAXSmeasurements were repeated in order to check the
hydration of POPC. The results were compared with the ones
obtained by depositing POPC on a silicon wafer.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Preparation of Mesoporous Silica Films
Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), ethanol (EtOH) 99.8%, and HCl
were purchased from Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG (Karlsruhe,
Germany); Brij 58 and Pluronic P123® were purchased from
Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany). All reagents were used as
supplied.

Two kinds of mesoporous silica films were synthesized, based
on the different templating surfactants.

The first batch of samples was prepared using Brij 58, adapting
the recipe proposed by Fuertes et al. (2007) as follows.

TEOS (2.1 g), ethanol (6 g), water, and concentrated HCl were
mixed at room temperature for 1 h. Brij 58 (0.56 g) was dissolved
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in 5 g of ethanol. After 1 h, the two solutions were stirred together
for 1 h at room temperature. The pH was checked to be lower
than 3 before spin coating. The final molar composition of the
solution was 1 TEOS:0.05 Brij 58:5.2 H2O:24 EtOH:0.28 HCl.

For the second batch, Pluronic 123 (P123) was employed,
according to the recipe proposed by Yan et al. (2007) as follows.

TEOS (1.75 g), ethanol (1 g), and 1.25ml of 0.0025M HCl were
mixed and stirred for 1 h at room temperature. 0.584 g of P123 was
dissolved in 26.8 g of ethanol at roomtemperaturewith vigorous stirring.
After 1 h, the surfactant solutionwas added to silica andmixed for 1.5 h.
1.93ml of acidified water was added to the solution and stirred for
15min. ThepHwas checked and adjusted to 2.5with concentratedHCl.

In the following, the mesoporous silica films will be identified
by the surfactants Brij 58 and P123.

Both film batches were processed via spin coating on silicon
wafers (Laurell WS-650_MZ-23 NPPB, Laurell Technologies
Corporation, United States), for 1 min at 800 rpm.

After spin coating, the samples were subject to three different
treatments:

1) Thermal treatment.
2) X-ray irradiation and development.
3) X-ray irradiation and development followed by thermal

treatment.

After every kind of processing, the films were first
characterized and then further functionalized with molecular
SAMs in order to change their hydrophilicity.

The list of the different mesoporous films studied in this work
is shown in Table 1.

CA and GISAXS measurements were performed on each film.
The samples were selected in order to study the following:

1) The effect of different pore arrangement and dimensions.
2) The effect of irradiation compared to standard thermal treatment.
3) The effect of functionalization of the pores.

After CA and GISAXS measurements, a lipid membrane was
deposited on each type of mesoporous film, and GISAXS was
performed again. In the following, a more detailed description of
every procedure is given.

Thermal Treatment
This is the standard method to both remove the surfactant (P123
or Brij 58) and crosslink the silica of the precursor (TEOS). It was
performed in an oven (Carbolite Oven, with Eurotherm 2416
control) at different temperatures.

For Brij 58, a temperature ramp was set to achieve
350°C in 1 h, and the value was subsequently kept
constant for 2 h.

For P123, a temperature of 450°C was reached in 1 h, and then
it was maintained constant for 30 min.

X-Ray Irradiation
DXRL is based on the fact that some materials (defined as
resists) undergo a dissolution rate change in a specific solvent
(called developer) when exposed to X-rays. Resists are exposed
to synchrotron radiation in a controlled way (Becker et al.,
1986; Romanato et al., 2006). If an X-ray mask, composed of an
absorbing material (gold) and an X-ray transparent supporting
membrane (thin layer of graphite, or SiNx or TiO or SU8...)
is inserted between X-rays and the sample, then it is possible
to obtain micropatterning with good lateral resolution
(200 nm) and comparatively high resist thickness with
respect to all other lithographic techniques. In the case of
mesoporous silica films, silica condensation is induced
together with the breakage of the surfactant. Therefore,
mesoporous silica is a negative resist. The scheme of the
process is shown in Figure 1A.

The samples were irradiated at the DXRL beamline of the
Elettra synchrotron radiation source (Pérennès et al., 2001;
Pérennès and Pantenburg, 2001) using a Dex02 Jenoptik
scanner (Jenoptik AG, Jena, Germany). The storage ring was
working at 2 GeV with a current of 310 mA. The irradiation
occurred through a white beam of energy range 2–20 KeV and
peak around 6 KeV. Brij 58 samples received an energy per unit
surface (dose) of 68 J/cm2, while the P123 ones got 272 J/cm2. The
dose had been previously selected by performing an irradiation
series with increasing energy to determine the minimum
irradiation dose for which the structure was retained after
development (Steinberg et al., 2021).

The films were exposed immediately after spin coating and,
just after exposure, developed to remove the templating agent, as

TABLE 1 | List of samples with different treatments subject to investigation.

Surfactant Irradiation + development Thermal treatment Functionalization

Brij 58 x
Brij 58 x x
Brij 58 x
Brij 58 x x
Brij 58 x x
Brij 58 x x x
P123 x
P123 x x
P123 x
P123 x x
P123 x x
P123 x x x
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aging of the sol–gel would prevent the removal of the surfactant
after irradiation.

For Brij 58, the developer solution consisted of ethylene glycol:
acetone:ethanol:water � 1:1:1:1 (v/v) and the samples were
immersed for 10 min.

For P123, the solution was composed of ethylene glycol:acetone:
ethanol � 4:2:1 (v/v). The development time was 30min.

In both cases, after development, the films were rinsed in
ethanol and dried with nitrogen. Some samples were
thermally treated following the procedures explained earlier,
in order to assure that all surfactant had been completely
removed, as already evidenced for Brij 58 by Steinberg et al.
(2021).

Self-Assembly Monolayer Functionalization of the
Mesoporous Films
The mesoporous silica thin films were functionalized with
(3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) (Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany), commonly used for surface silanization.
It was chosen as amino terminal functional groups can be
employed as linkers to further functionalize the films with bio-
macromolecules. A post-grafting functionalization was selected
because the number of available functional groups is higher than
the one obtained when the precursors are co-condensed during
the mesoporous material synthesis (Calvo et al., 2009). The
scheme of the first mesoporous layers in films functionalized
using SAMs via post-grafting is shown in Supplementary
Figure S1.

The functionalization protocol consisted in the following
steps:

1) Cleaning of the substrates by immersion for 5 min in acetone,
5 min in chloroform, and 5 min in isopropanol (all from
Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), then rinsing in Milli-
Q water, and drying with nitrogen.

2) Plasma treatment with O2 at a power of 20W for 10 min to
eliminate residues.

3) Immersion in dry toluene solution (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany) containing 1 mM APTES overnight at 80°C under
inert atmosphere.

4) Rinsing in toluene and ethanol.

Deposition of 1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine Lipid Membrane
POPC (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, United States) was
dissolved (10% w/w) in isopropyl alcohol (Rotisolv, >99.95%,
Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG). A suitable volume was dispensed
on the mesoporous thin film with a micropipette and let
undisturbed until dry (Tristram-Nagle et al., 1993; Claesson
et al., 2010). Once dry, the samples were stored at room
temperature in vacuum for at least 16 h, to completely
evaporate the residual solvent, and removed from the vacuum
chamber just before the measurement.

Contact Angle Measurements
The CA was determined using a Drop Shape Analyzer 100
(KRÜSS GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) through the drop shape
analysis method. A 2 µL drop of ultra-pure water was placed on
each mesoporous film to obtain the CA between the substrate and
the liquid. All measurements were performed in the same
conditions. For each substrate, three trials were conducted,
with two fits each. The CA of each substrate was obtained by
calculating the average. Measurements of non-functionalized and

FIGURE 1 | (A) Scheme of the DXRL process, showing the irradiation of
both positive and negative resists with synchrotron X-rays. (B) Graphic
representation of the GISAXS experiment. X-rays hit the sample at grazing
angle, and the scattered photons are collected at the detector. (C)
Humidity sample chamber mounted at the Austrian SAXS beamline at Elettra.
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SAM-functionalized silicon wafers were performed for
comparison.

Grazing Incidence Small-Angle X-Ray
Scattering Measurement
In GISAXS technique, a monochromatic X-ray beam hits the
sample at a low angle. A 2D detector measures the scattered
photons’ intensity in the directions parallel (qy) and
perpendicular (qz) to the sample surface (Renaud et al., 2009).
From the 2D image on the reciprocal space, it is possible to
determine both the dimension and arrangement of the pores of
the mesoporous materials (Grosso et al., 2004) and the structure
of the lipid membrane (Amenitsch et al., 2004; Rappolt et al.,
2004). The scheme of the GISAXS experiment is shown in
Figure 1B.

GISAXS measurements were performed at the Austrian SAXS
beamline at Elettra (Amenitsch et al., 1997). The wavelength was
λ � 0.154 nm, and 2D GISAXS patterns were collected with a
Pilatus3 1M detector (Dectris, Baden, Switzerland) at a grazing

angle of 0.4°. The angular scale of the detector was calibrated with
silver behenate. After every measurement, the detector image was
processed using SAXSDOG, a software program for automatic
data reduction developed at the Austrian SAXS beamline (Burian
et al., 2020). In the present case, the diffraction patterns of vertical
cut qz in the out-of-plane direction were considered for data
analysis selecting the region (10 pixels) evidenced in Figure 2A.
The detector distance was defined to have qz in the range
0.31–6.8°nm−1.

The experiments were conducted at controlled relative
humidity (RH), defined as the ratio of the water vapor
pressure to the saturation vapor pressure at a given
temperature. The chamber is described by Sharifi et al. (2014)
and shown in Figure 1C. It is composed of a metal cylinder
equipped with two Kapton windows (13 µm thickness) to let the
incident and the scattered beam pass through. Humidity is
controlled by mixing dry (<3% RH) and humid (>95% RH)
air produced with a supersonic humidifier in a mixer chamber
and then flowing the mixture in the cell. A humidity sensor inside
the chamber in connection with a proportional integral derivative
(PID) controller is used to set the requested RH. The temperature
was constant at 25 ± 1°C.

All samples listed in Table 1 were measured at RH � 15% to
determine the unit cell parameters (shown in Supplementary
Figure S1). Then, the scattering pattern was collected while
increasing the relative humidity from 15 to 75%, at a rate of
0.5%/min. The exposure time was set to 10 s every minute.

The specimens were then covered with POPC films following
the procedure in Deposition of 1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine Lipid Membrane and underwent the same RH
ramp while acquiring images for 3 s every minute to avoid
radiation damage of the lipid membrane.

In this way, we could decouple the behavior of the mesoporous
material from the one of the deposited POPC.

After completing the measurement, POPC was removed from
the mesoporous samples by washing in isopropyl alcohol and
dried in a vacuum chamber for at least 24 h. Then, SAM
functionalization with APTES was performed as described in
Self-Assembly Monolayer Functionalization of the Mesoporous
Films. The same GISAXS experiments were conducted as for
not functionalized samples to determine the unit cell parameters
and the effect of humidity increase on functionalized mesoporous
films alone. Afterward, the samples were dried in vacuum.
Subsequently, POPC was deposited and the humidity was
increased again to examine the lipid membrane hydration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Contact Angle
As a first approach to investigate the hydrophilicity/
hydrophobicity of the prepared surfaces, the contact angle was
determined. The results for each sample are given in Table 2.

Although the standard deviation is quite high, we found that
all samples without functionalization are hydrophilic, following
the classical definition, as their contact angle is less than 90° (Law,
2014). As expected, functionalization increases hydrophobicity,

FIGURE 2 | (A) GISAXS image and (B) I–qz patterns corresponding to
the vertical cut evidenced by the rectangle for mesoporous silica prepared
with Brij 58 and calcined after POPC deposition. The distorted (110)-oriented
body centered cubic structure is evident and partially indexed along the
qz direction. (C) Image at the detector and (D) I–qz patterns corresponding to
the vertical cut evidenced by the rectangle for mesoporous silica prepared
with P123 and calcined after POPC deposition. The distorted hexagonal
structure is evident and indexed along the qz direction. The arrows indicate the
contribution of POPC, and the circled ones define the peaks that were used
for the determination of the POPC phase transition.
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as it replaces some of the -SiOH surface sites with more
hydrophobic groups like –(CH2)3NH2 of the APTES molecules
(Calvo et al., 2009).

Grazing Incidence Small-Angle X-Ray
Scattering Measurement
The representative detector images for mesoporous materials are
shown in Figure 2A for Brij 58 and Figure 2C for P123 calcined
films, respectively. The indexing of the peaks is limited to the
most noticeable spots along the vertical cut, to evidence the
position of the mesoporous silica peaks.

The diffraction patterns (I–qz) of the out-of-plane cuts are
presented in Figures 2B,D. The arrows indicate the contribution
which is unequivocally related to the POPC lipid membrane. The
circle highlights the peak that has been considered to demonstrate
the phase transition of POPC upon humidity change. The
diffraction peaks in Figure 2A demonstrate the orthorhombic
Fmmm structure of the Brij 58 templated silica mesopores derived
from the distorted (110)-oriented body centered cubic Im3m to
which the indexing is referred (Crepaldi et al., 2003; Voss et al.,
2014). The peaks in Figure 2C show the hexagonal arrangement
of the pores in the P123 templated mesoporous film (Sharifi et al.,
2014).

Mesoporous Silica Films With and Without
Self-Assembly Monolayer Functionalization
The unit cells considered for the calculation of the structure
parameters are shown in Supplementary Figure S2, and the unit
cell parameters for every kind of sample are reported in
Supplementary Table S1. In the case of mesoporous materials
prepared using the Brij 58 surfactant, the Fmmm cells were
around b � 6 nm in the direction parallel to the substrate and
a � 3.8 nm in the perpendicular direction, indicating a strong
shrinkage of the original mesoporous structure upon both
thermal treatment and irradiation. The samples subject to
both irradiation and thermal treatment presented the highest
contraction of the original structure (a � 2.8 nm).

Similar considerations can be drawn for the p6m structure of
the mesoporous materials prepared with surfactant P123. In
this case, the unit cell parameters were bigger: b � 13–14 nm,
a � 14–15 nm. These data are consistent with the findings
presented by Ganser et al. (2016) relative to mesoporous
materials prepared with the same surfactant and a similar
thermal treatment. The effect of both irradiation and thermal
treatment leads to a further distortion and a � 10.1 nm.

The influence of the increase of RH (%) on the mesoporous
silica structure was evidenced using the following procedure:

1. The intensity of peak (110) for mesoporous materials prepared
with Brij 58, and of peak (200) for the ones with P123, was
directly calculated from the detector image integrating the 2D
peak area.

2. The intensity change due to the increase of RHwas normalized
to the initial value of intensity for the dry sample at RH � 15%.
In this way, the behavior of the different mesoporous materials
could be compared.

The normalized intensity changes versus RH for all samples
with their corresponding treatment (thermally treated samples,
irradiated and developed, irradiated/developed/thermally
treated) are shown in Figure 3. In detail, Figures 3(A) and (C)
refer to the mesoporous silica prepared with the Brij 58
surfactant, respectively, without and with functionalization;
Figures 3(B) and (D) describe the behavior of samples with
surfactant P123 in the absence and presence of APTES SAMs.

Mesoporous silica films prepared with both surfactants
without further functionalization had similar behavior in spite
of different dimensions and arrangement of the pores. This is in
line with the research conducted by Ceratti et al. (2015), who
found that there is not direct correlation between the mesopores’
dimension or arrangement and their capillary filling rate.

For both kinds of structures, only the film condensed regime
was present in the RH range 15–75%, meaning that water
molecules form a thin film on the pore walls (Huber, 2015). A
hint of the onset of capillary condensation at an RH>70% could
be observed for thermally treated samples (both with and without
irradiation and development). As far as mesoporous silica
prepared with P123 and thermally treated is concerned, the
measurement agreed well with the results presented by Sharifi
et al. (2014) and Ganser et al. (2016) for a thermally treated
mesoporous material prepared with a similar recipe.

The behavior of not functionalized films prepared by
irradiation and development, particularly those templated by
the P123 surfactant, shows a different trend with nearly no
change with RH. On the contrary, the functionalization with
APTES SAMs had an influence on the performance of the
mesoporous films with RH, and it affected differently the
structures derived from the two surfactants.

Functionalized samples prepared using Brij 58 and
undergoing a thermal treatment (with and without irradiation)
presented a capillary condensation starting at RH � 30–35%. The

TABLE 2 | Contact angle (CA) of mesoporous materials prepared with two surfactants and subject to different treatments.

Sample description CA (st dev) CA (st dev) with APTES

Silicon 36.3° (1.42) 64.5° (0.89)
Brij 58 thermal treatment 77° (3.39) 88.23° (1.43)
Brij 58 irradiation and development 69° (3) 91.87° (0.46)
Brij 58 irradiation, development, and thermal treatment 73.7° (7.1) 84.267° (3.78)
P123 thermal treatment 70.6° (4.7) 89.4° (0.57)
P123 irradiation and development 78.8° (1.12) 87.3° (1.42)
P123 irradiation, development, and thermal treatment 78.6° (2.28) 82.3° (4.69)
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irradiated film had a drop of intensity at a higher RH (around
60%) indicating an onset of capillary condensation, even if the
complete filling of the pores does not occur.

As far as the functionalized films obtained employing P123 are
concerned, only the thermally treated one without irradiation
displayed a clearly defined capillary condensation starting at
around RH � 60%. The irradiated film presented the same
behavior as the not functionalized one, suggesting that
development after irradiation did not result in a full pore
opening. The films subject to irradiation, development, and
thermal treatment exhibited a hydration mechanism which is
more difficult to interpret but still showed that water is entering at
least partially the pores.

The behavior of mesoporous materials thermally treated
and functionalized with APTES was opposite to the one
described by Khalil et al. (2020) for functionalized mesoporous
materials, where the onset of capillary condensation with RH
increases with hydrophobicity. However, both the used
(1,1,2H,2H-perfluorooctyldimethylchlorosilane) molecule,
which is much longer and more hydrophobic than APTES,
and the functionalization procedure were different. We
believe that, in our case, the functionalization produced a
dense layer of amino terminal groups inside the pores that led
to a steric reduction of their dimension and thus to the
capillary filling for lower values of RH (see Supplementary
Figure S1).

Mesoporous Silica Films With and Without
Functionalization Plus
1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
It is known from the literature that, at 20°C, POPC presents three
different lamellar phases depending on RH (%) (Katsaras et al.,
1993):

Lδ at RH � 0–15% with d-spacing � 5.47 nm at RH � 0%
Lβ at RH � 15–50% with d-spacing � 5.74 nm at RH � 40%
Lα at RH � 65–100% with d-spacing � 5.12 nm at RH � 100%

The measurements described in this work were conducted at
25°C, but both the behavior and the d-spacing were similar. To
confirm it, POPC was deposited on bare Si with and without
functionalization with the procedure described in Deposition of
POPC Lipid Membrane, and an in situ GISAXS experiment was
performed at increasing RH. Then, mesoporous samples with
POPC were measured and compared to silicon ones. The I–qz
patterns for each humidity ramp have been plotted together at
increasing RH. An example is shown in Figure 4A for the sample
prepared using surfactant P123, irradiated and developed. The
selected q-range is the one relative to the fourth order of the
POPC lamellar phase, and it was chosen to avoid the influence of
the signal of mesoporous silica dominating in the lower q-range
(see also Figure 2). The lipid membrane undergoes a structural
transition from the Lβ phase, present at lower RH, to the Lα phase.

FIGURE 3 | Normalized intensity of peak (110) of the cubic phase (Brij 58) and of peak (200) of the hexagonal phase (P123) as a function of RH. (A) Mesoporous
silica prepared with surfactant Brij 58. (B) Mesoporous silica with the P123 templating agent. (C) Mesoporous silica with Brij 58 functionalized with APTES. (D)
Mesoporous silica with P123 functionalized with APTES. Pink curves represent thermally treated samples (circles, Brij 58; squares, P123), blue ones represent irradiated
and developed ones (vertical bar markers, Brij 58; x markers, P123), and yellow ones represent irradiated, developed, and thermally treated ones (triangles with tip
up, Brij 58; triangles with tip down, P123).
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In the current case, both phases were coexisting for a certain RH
range. The presence of two peaks in every phase, particularly
evident in Lβ, was due to a partial disorder of the deposited POPC.
All peaks were fitted with a Lorentzian function (as shown for Lα),
as Lorentzian distribution describes well the peak shape of
smectic liquid crystalline systems (Rappolt, 2010). The
resulting qz for both phases as a function of RH (%) for the
sample prepared with P123, irradiated and developed, is shown in
Figure 4B. The RH (%) ranges of existence of the two phases are
schematized in Figure 4C.

The d-spacing of the lipid membrane phases and its evolution
with the increase of RH was calculated using the following
formula for lamellar systems (Mangold, 1995):

d � 2π( l
q
)

where l is the reflection order. In the present case, l � 4.
A summary of the results is shown in Supplementary Figure

S3. The determined values agree with the ones reported in the
literature.

A summary of the RH ranges for Lβ and Lα phases for all
samples is shown in Figure 5. The lines are correspondent to
different substrates: the dashed ones are relative to the films
prepared with the P123 surfactant (top) and the continuous ones
represent the mesoporous films prepared using Brij 58 (middle).
Thicker lines represent Lα phases, and thinner ones represent Lβ.
The shadowed areas with the letter A depict the APTES-
functionalized samples. Colors refer to diverse treatments. The
corresponding CA value is reported beside every sample. Two
schemes showing the hydration of the lipid membrane with and
without mesoporous film are also shown.

The lipid membrane hydration was evaluated mainly by
considering the RH value at which the humid phase Lα
appeared. In fact, the disappearing of Lβ (dry phase) was more
difficult to interpret, as POPC had been deposited via drop
casting and its thickness in the different samples was not
uniform, and the phase transition is related to water diffusion
and to water availability across the thickness.

The following considerations can be drawn:

1) Mesoporous materials conveyed water to POPC through the
pores, as in all cases the Lα phase (the hydrated one) occurred
at a value of RH which was lower with respect to POPC
deposited on bare Si. With Si, the onset of Lα started at RH
around 40%, while with mesoporous materials, it occurred at
about 20%.

2) It was confirmed that different surfactants do not lead to a
drastic change of the behavior. P123 and Brij 58 mesoporous
materials displayed a similar performance even if both the
pore arrangement and the pore dimension were different
(Ceratti et al., 2015).

3) In general, thermally treated samples conveyed more water
than only irradiated ones. This is attributed to the fact that the
developer solution was not able to efficiently open the pores,
as already inferred from the lack of capillary condensation.
This was most evident for the irradiated film prepared with
surfactant P123. It looks like the pores are sterically blocked as
they still contain the surfactant. Anyway, such films can still
transfer water to the POPC membrane. One hypothesis,
following Steinberg et al. (2021), was that pores are
partially open and water flows at the interface between
them and the lipid membrane. Water could also enter the
interface between the silica and the surfactant or inside the

FIGURE 4 | (A) Out-of-plane pattern (I–qz) at increasing RH for POPC deposited on a thin mesoporous silica film prepared with surfactant P123, irradiated and
developed. The two phases Lβ and Lα are shown, evidencing the structural transition of POPC upon increasing relative humidity. The red curves, superimposed to the
measured ones in correspondence with the Lα phase, represent the Lorentzian fitting of the peaks of the lamellar phase. (B) qz resulting from the Lorentzian fitting of the
Lβ phase (left) and Lα phase (right) as a function of RH (%). (C) Scheme of the RH (%) range of existence of the Lβ phase (left) and Lα phase (right).
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partially unconsolidated oxide. This could also explain why
there was no visible change in the SAXS pattern of
mesoporous silica with RH, as water is not replacing air in
empty pores but the pores still contain surfactant; therefore,
there is not electron density contrast.

4) The functionalization of Si with APTES did not lead to a big
change of the hydration of POPC, even if the CA increased
considerably.

5) APTES increased hydrophobicity of all mesoporous materials
(as confirmed by the CA). This affected the hydration of the
lipid membrane (evidenced by the onset of phase Lα). Lipid
membranes supported on the APTES-functionalized
mesoporous material exhibited a phase transition at RH
values around 30%, lower than those at which it occurred
when the lipid was deposited on bare silicon, but still at RH
5–10% higher than the one observed when POPC was drop
casted on the not functionalized material. The disappearing of
the dry phase Lβ occurred at higher values for APTES-treated
samples than the untreated ones. In some case, it did not even
disappear. This partially contradicts the fact that capillary
condensation, and therefore pore filling, occurs at a lower RH
(%) for mesoporous materials functionalized with APTES,
compared with the not functionalized ones.

When the lipid membrane is deposited on a hydrophilic
surface (like silicon with a thin layer of native oxide), there is
usually a hydration layer less than 2 nm thick that prevents the
lipid from interacting strongly with the substrate (Kim et al.,
2001). In this case, we speak of the continuous pore-spanning
membrane. Functionalization with APTES favors the adsorption
of the lipid membrane on the substrate, as the amino groups give
a positive net charge to the substrate surface. This increases the
electrostatic interaction with the negatively charged phosphate of
the zwitterionic POPC headgroups, leading to a hybrid pore-
spanning membrane (Leonenko et al., 2000; Bhattacharya et al.,
2011). In this latter case, the fluidity of the resulting supported
lipid membrane is not affected (Miyashita et al., 2018; Sun et al.,
2020). As the sample prepared by drop casting presents thick
layers, the structure and the hydration behavior of the lipid
membrane depend only on the water content in the
environment. This justifies why the behavior of POPC
deposited on silicon substrates with and without
functionalization is comparable. For mesoporous substrates,
the amount of water delivered through the pores (in the liquid
or vapor form) influences the onset of the humid phase (Lα) of
POPC. The results show that the APTES-functionalized samples
convey less water to the lipid membrane when compared to the

FIGURE 5 | Summary of the RH range of Lα and Lβ phases for all samples and sketch of the hydration pathway. Black lines represent POPC deposited on silicon
substrates (bottompanel), continuous lines show themesoporous films prepared using the Brij 58 surfactant (middle panel) and dashed lines show the films prepared
with P123 (top panel). Thicker lines correspond to Lα phases, and thinner ones correspond to Lβ. The shadowed areas with the letter A indicate the samples
functionalized with APTES. The pink colors (bottom lines) represent thermally treated samples, the blue ones (middle lines) represent irradiated and developed
ones, and the yellow ones (top lines) represent irradiated, developed, and thermally treated ones. The CA value is reported beside the corresponding sample. Schemes
of the hydration pathway of the lipid membrane deposited on Si and mesoporous thin films are, respectively, shown beside the corresponding substrates.
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not functionalized ones, and this is in line with increased
hydrophobicity of the surface and the pores.

From these measurements, it could be concluded that
mesoporous films have an active effect on the hydration of
supported POPC. The shift of the onset of Lα phase of POPC
occurs as the water hydrates the lipid membrane also through the
pores of the mesoporous materials. This is caused by the osmotic
pressure due to the different water activity (chemical potential) in
the lipid membrane and the surrounding environment (Milhaud,
2004). The hydration source can be at both the liquid and vapor
phases. In the present case, there is vapor phase outside the
mesopores due to an increase of RH (%). Inside the pores, the
mechanism is more complex. The main contribution is from the
vapor phase, as the anticipated onset of Lα is decoupled from the
capillary condensation of water inside the pores. In the range of
RH (%) where Lα appears, mesoporous films are in the condensed
regime, where the molecules form a thin film of water on the pore
walls. The addition of APTES reduces the amount of water
entering the pores and consequently the shift of Lα onset. As
the capillary filling rate and condensation regime in the
mesoporous films are not in direct correlation with the pore
dimension and arrangement, as demonstrated by Ceratti et al.
(2015), the effect of surfactant on the film preparation does not
have big influence. Hydration can be partially tuned by playing
with film treatment and surface functionalization.

The present results refer to POPC membranes deposited on
the films by drop casting. Preliminary experiments on POPC
deposited by dip coating showed the same behavior. However,
further studies are required to investigate the effect of the POPC
deposition method and of the resulting lipid membrane thickness
on the hydration of supported lipid membranes on mesoporous
silica substrates.

CONCLUSION

In the present work, we studied the hydration with RH increase of
POPC lipid membranes supported on silicon and mesoporous
silica films prepared with different surfactants, subject to diverse
thermal treatment, and with and without surface
functionalization with APTES. The contact angle was
measured for every film prior to lipid membrane deposition.
In situ GISAXS experiments were conducted in a humidity
chamber on POPC deposited both on mesoporous materials
and on bare silicon wafers with and without surface treatment
with APTES. The hydration was examined by detecting the onset
of the Lα phase of POPC (humid phase). It was found that the
water uptake of the mesopores during RH increase leads to a
hydration of the supported lipid membrane at a considerably
lower RHwith respect to the membrane deposited on bare silicon.
The water uptake and the subsequent interaction with the lipid
membrane can be partially tuned by using thermal treatment, to
increase water adsorption and therefore hydration, and by
functionalizing the surface with APTES for the opposite effect.
The surfactant choice, leading to different dimensions and

arrangement of the pores in the silica film, does not have a
profound influence on POPC behavior.

The possibility of patterning the films, and a suitable surface
functionalization of the mesopores with SAMs of different
molecules with specific binding terminal groups could open
the use of mesoporous films as “interactive” supports for
biological studies of increasing complexity, such as protein/
peptide incorporation for signaling. Thus, samples could be
handled and modified from below and be investigated with
different techniques from above.

The next step will be the investigation of the possibility of
conveying liquids through the pores at constant RH by means of
an appropriate reservoir. Studies of water delivery are already
being conducted by our group using IR and GISAXS techniques.
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